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STP FITNESS 
PRODUCTS 

 Mission Statement: Our goal is to supply your fitness products needs offering a broad range 
of top quality products from a growing and proven group of manufacturers that are considered the 
best in the industry. Finally, one serious stop to get it all .  
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      We specialize in volume plates, barbells, 
kettle bells, dumbbells, slam balls, medicine 
balls, rigs and most every other item in the gym 
or workout setting. We help match the need and 
the right product for long term use and 
satisfaction. We help solve problems you are 
having and strive to become a valued partner. 
Feel free to browse through our new site, after 
Thanksgiving, to see a small example of various 
products from specific vendors. There are 
hundreds more, so don’t be shy about telling us 
about every item you need. We will promptly 
respond with delivered pricing, mix or match 
from multiple vendors. 


      Some of our vendor group include such 
names as Eleiko, Werksan, York, Ivanko, Hi-
Temp, Lacertosus from Italy, Dynamax, Concept 
2, Assault, Bells of Steel, Lone Moose, Rage, 
Crossrope, RxSmart Gear, D Ball, Spud Sleds 
and Powerband to name a few.  


  


Our brands are truly a way selecting the product group thats 
needed from top producers for true one stop supply. We develop 
our quotes based on need, then match up the mix from our 
group. We take the headache out of guessing what product is 
best for what use, day by day, and can provide a consistent 
blend of perfect results, keeping your club up to date with 
current equipment trends.  For those who are “franchise clubs, 

we can help you create an approved  base product group for your company as well as offer specific 
options to the individual clubs, based on their size and unique needs, while keeping within the 
agreed upon framework you require. One thing we have learned is quality and appearance does 
count when it comes to creating long term value as well as creating the right “client feel” when they 
work out. If you have ever walked into a gym that you know “went cheap”, you can tell immediately 
and you tend to look elsewhere for your membership. We create value by providing top quality at a 
fair price.
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UFC / MMA Ring


It all will start with determining long term and short term needs. Steel 
rigs / racks, benches, mens and women’s barbells, colored or black 
plates with racks, collars, dumbbells and racks, kettlebells, ropes, 
jump ropes, boxes, wall balls, weighted slam balls, pulling sleds, 
covered “STP Powerband” warm up bands, to prevent injuries, floor 
workout pads  and numerous other options to complete your gym. 
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With enough volume, our custom logo program can get 
your logo on the end of dumbbells and on larger plates.  
Many chain clubs are now also choosing to update and 
include 3 or 4 “Olympic Workstations” (below), in their 
gym, involving   platforms, Oly bars and weights, specific 
for Olympic lifting, to compliment their current equipment 
offerings and help retain clients. 


We are very grateful for your time and that you are considering new options for success and in the 
end, we hope to create a “Team” approach, along with you, for mutual success to create a true long 
lasting and desirable fitness solution. 


Corporate Contacts 
Steven Ward - President  (Based on Portland, Oregon)

Tel. +1 503 515 4893

steve@stpfitnessproducts.com


Amrit Dhaliwal - Director International Business Development (Based in Toronto)

Tel.  +1 416-407-7994 

amrit@stpfitnessproducts.com
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